AI search tool for business
giving you direct access to company
knowledge and data .

Companies are faced with a problem. As Data grows exponentially and

“raffle.ai uses the latest algorithms,

becomes more complex, it is harder to navigate. HBR and McKinsey found

technology and knowledge on AI and

that between 20-25% of a work day is wasted on searching for documents

Machine Learning. From the outset,

and company information.

they have been willing to enter into a

Solution

partnership that suits our wishes and

raffle is a plug'n'play AI search tool for businesses navigating all company data

organization. Their expertise and

by using deep learning, so that employees can search company knowledge in

cooperative approach is the reason

normal text or voice without remembering keywords or exact names and titles.

why HK Lab chose raffle.ai to solve
this complex task.”

Access all data from one place regardless of where the
content resides
raffle navigates all your company systems and sources the
information into a unified UI. Systems include all Dynamic 365
and applications with public APIs

Mathias Askholm
Program Leader, HK

No need to structure data
raffle will find the correct snippet of the document no matter
where it is stored or how it is called. You don’t need to index or
clean your data.

Business Areas
• Company Knowledge
• Cloud and Drives

Cloud based self-learning AI

• Tools and Apps
raffle technology is based on advanced deep learning and
understanding. The models are improving while your employees
use it, thus constantly improving the relevance of your search.

Transform your workplace with raffle
intelligent search and get results such as:
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• Customer Service

80%

5%
Increase in
employee satisfaction
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reduction in time
spent on searching

www.raffle.ai

89%
average accuracy
on first answer

Ask any question or tell raffle
what you are looking for

raffle will
immediately give you
the correct answer
and/or find assets
you are looking for

Why raffle?
raffle.ai is transforming the work place by pushing the frontiers of AI so that employees can become smarter and focus on what they are
best at.
raffle is a unique solution because it is based on deep learning and understanding, resulting in no need to use keywords of phrases.
Thanks to transforming words into vectors raffle is easily scalable and completely agnostic of industry and language. Our technology can
process huge amounts of data and make it easily accessible to employees via a seamless user interface. The technology that raffle is
based on is state of the art, leveraging the newest developments in machine learning. Combined with the sophisticated security on Azure
cloud services, raffle is the best product on the market.

Plug-in

Access

raffle plugs into your systems

Employees get immediate answers to their
questions
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